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Welcome to Peninsula Arts’ 'Searching' season.

PLYMOUTH ART WEEKENDER

I am delighted to welcome you to a new cultural season and a new look Peninsula
Arts guide. We are always looking for better ways to present our programme and
this year we have bought together a talented team of curators, artists and academic
advisors to present a line-up of exhibitions, films, talks, performances and music
events that all respond to the theme of ‘Searching’.

Plymouth Art Weekender, an ambitious three-day event celebrating the arts, takes
over the city and celebrates Plymouth as a contemporary art destination that
promotes participation in a wide range of exhibitions and exciting activities for all
ages.

The continual search for knowledge and understanding of the world around us is
what underpins and fuels university life and so ‘Searching’ seemed a prescient way
to launch into the new academic year. Whether the search is for home, for identity
or new experiences, this season’s programme is sure to delight and stretch your
imagination in many ways.
I am also pleased to introduce a new section within the guide that provides an insight
into the development of the artistic programme. This season includes Dr Jenny
Graham, Associate Professor in Art History at Plymouth University, who has helped
us pull together a fascinating line-up of talks and films in response to the arresting
Searching for Genius exhibition, featuring the work of Turner prize-winner Douglas
Gordon in the Peninsula Arts Gallery.

reactor

23-25 Sep

Following an open call for ideas, over 50 events feature local, national and
international artists. Exhibitions, talks, music, film, workshops and performances
will be staged across Plymouth, taking over galleries, houses, empty spaces and
connecting communities together across the city together.
The Weekender prides itself on being open to all and includes artists, school children,
wrestlers, church congregations, orchestras, parades and street parties.
The Weekender events can be navigated through the free Art Weekender map,
available from galleries, shops and libraries across Plymouth, as well as online at
www.plymouthartweekender.com.

Please do visit our website where you will find more information about the ideas that
inform our on-going cultural programme, including community and family activities.
Dr Sarah Chapman
Director of Peninsula Arts

Cover image:
Douglas Gordon, Self Portrait of You + Me (David Bowie), 2007.
Burnt photographic print, smoke and mirror.
© Studio lost but found/DACS 2016
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Dance
JAMES WILTON DANCE
LEVIATHAN
It will have you on the edge of your seat and will leave you gasping
for air under the sheer ferocity of movement.
21, 22, 23, 24 Sep
19:30 The House
£12/£10
Multi-award winning choreographer, James Wilton, re-imagines the epic tale of the
search for Moby Dick; the tale of Ahab, a ship captain who is hell bent on capturing
the white whale, a beast as vast and dangerous as the sea itself, yet serene and
beautiful beyond all imagining.
Leviathan has been commissioned by: Barbican Theatre, Plymouth University
and Ocean City Festival, Swindon Dance, The Place, Blackpool Grand, Barnsley Civic,
The Guilbenkian and BBC Performing Arts Fund with support from Arts Council England.
Tickets available via the Barbican Theatre only.
Please visit www.barbicantheatre.co.uk or call 01752 267131.
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exhibition
DOUGLAS GORDON:
SEARCHING FOR GENIUS
24 Sep-19 Nov
Mon-Fri 10:00-17:00, Sat 11:00-16:00 Peninsula Arts Gallery
Free admission
From the skill of the international footballer, to the glamour and aura of the pop star,
the virtuosic talent of the composer and filmmaker, to the vision of the famed artist,
Searching for Genius invites you to explore ideas about talent, virtuosity and genius.
Showcasing the work of Turner Prize-winning artist Douglas Gordon, Searching for
Genius brings together the acclaimed moving image installation Feature Film (1999)
and a selection of works from Self Portrait of You + Me, alongside the spectacles of
Sir Joshua Reynolds (1723-1792) a Plymouthian and founder of the Royal Academy.
A History Centre partnership project delivered by Peninsula Arts and Plymouth City
Council (Arts and Heritage).
Feature Film is part of the Artangel collection, a national initiative to bring outstanding
film and video works, commissioned and produced by Artangel, to galleries and
museums across the UK. The Artangel collection has been developed in partnership
with Tate, is generously supported by The Esmée Fairbairn Foundation and The Foyle
Foundation and uses public funding from Arts Council England.

Douglas
Gordon,
Self Portrait
of You + Me
(David Bowie),
2007.
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Art bite

Art bite

DOUGLAS GORDON’S BLIND STARS

REYNOLDS, HITCHCOCK AND ZIDANE

5 Oct

19 Oct

13:00-13:40 Peninsula Arts Gallery
Free admission, booking not required

13:00-13:40 Peninsula Arts Gallery
Free admission, booking not required

Challenging the role of publicity photographs to create uncanny, sinister portraits,
Douglas Gordon’s Blind Star is an ongoing series of works in which he ‘blinds’ famous
Hollywood actors and actresses. Find out more about the exhibition pieces in this
special art bite.

Douglas Gordon often raises questions about talent, virtuosity and genius in his work.
Find out more about his works inspired by ‘The Master of Suspense’, Alfred Hitchcock,
and one of the greatest players in the history of football, Zinedine Zidane.

Talk
DOUGLAS GORDON’S 24 HOUR PSYCHO
VIA WALTER BENJAMIN
11 Oct
19:00-20:00 Theatre 2
£6/£4.20
24 Hour Psycho, Douglas Gordon’s video installation in which Alfred Hitchcock’s
Psycho is slowed down to two frames per second for an entire day and night is
discussed here. In this talk, Dr Kim Charnley, Associate Lecturer in Art History at
Plymouth University, discusses the strangely contemplative provocation of Gordon’s
piece given its brutal theme.

Art bite
A CURATOR’S INTRODUCTION
12 Oct
13:00-13:40 Peninsula Arts Gallery
Free admission, booking not required
Join us for a conversation with Dr Sarah Chapman, Curator and Director of Peninsula
Arts, for an overview of the exhibition and the positioning of two artists, who working
some two hundred years apart, question, in very different ways, ideas concerning
genius.
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Art bite
SEEING IS BELIEVING
2 Nov
13:00-13:40 Peninsula Arts Gallery
Free admission, booking not required
Douglas Gordon’s work takes the familiar and makes it strange – things aren’t what
they seem. Explore the creative practice of Douglas Gordon with Dr Kayla Parker,
Lecturer in Media Arts at Plymouth University.

Film
ZIDANE: A 21st CENTURY PORTRAIT (2006)
“Sublime. The greatest film about football ever made” The Observer
28 Nov
19:00 Jill Craigie Cinema
£6/£4.20
Dir: Douglas Gordon/Phillipe Pareno
Running time: 91 mins
Cert: PG
Subtitled
This highly acclaimed film consists of a full-length football game (Real Madrid vs
Villareal, 23 April 2005) entirely filmed from the perspective of professional footballer
Zinedine Zidane. Introduction by Gordon Sparks, BBC Radio Devon presenter and
Plymouth Argyle commentator.

Searching …
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Music
MUSIC OF MOTIONS AND PRESENCE
25 Sep
17:00 The House
Free admission, booking advised
Federico Visi researcher, composer, electric guitar Lara Jones saxophone
Marco Frattini drummer, percussionist
Using the body movements of performers, this series of compositions captures
the gestures of musicians playing acoustic and electronic instruments using motion
sensors. Adding a new dimension to the performance, their movements generate
new sounds and affect the timbre of their instruments in real time.

Talk
BRITISH CULTURE AND THE COLD WAR 1947-65
4 Oct
19:00-20:00 Theatre 2
£6/£4.20
What was the impact of the Cold War years on British Culture? Expert on Britain
and the Cold War period and lecturer at Plymouth University, Dr Nicholas Barnett,
explores the topic of his first book: Britain's Cold War: Culture, Modernity and the
Soviet Threat (I. B. Tauris, 2017).

Federico Visi
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Under the Skin

Film
THE AGONY AND THE ECSTASY (1965)
17 Oct
19:00 Jill Craigie Cinema
£6/£4.20
Dir: Carol Reed
Running time: 138 mins Cert: U
Nominated for five Oscars®

Film
UNDER THE SKIN (2014)

Charlton Heston and Rex Harrison portray two of the Renaissance's most colourful
figures in this historical drama based on Irving Stone's best-seller. When Pope Julius
II (Harrison) commissions Michelangelo (Heston) to paint the ceiling of the Sistine
Chapel, the artist initially refuses. The project becomes a battle of wills fuelled by
artistic and temperamental differences that form the core of this movie. Introduction
by Dr Jenny Graham, Associate Professor in Art History at Plymouth University.

The most daring, elusive and unnerving science fiction film
of the decade. Quite simply a masterpiece.

Talk

10 Oct

REMEMBERING AND MEMORIALISING THE WEST
COUNTRY CAPTIVES OF BARBARY PIRACY, C. 1600-1675

19:00 Jill Craigie Cinema
£6/£4.20
Dir: Jonathan Glazer
Running time: 106 mins Cert: 15

18 Oct

Scarlett Johansson plays an alien seductress preying upon lonely men in a cold
and wintery Scotland. One of the many things which set this film apart is the
delicate exploration of identity and belonging that evolves from an almost wordless
screenplay. The film is, among other things, a meditation on alienation and the
universal need for a sense of belonging.

Exploring the cultural history of Barbary Pirates in the 17th century, Associate Lecturer
for the University of Exeter, Dr Jo Esra, discusses this British-Muslim contact in the
West Country with a focus on memorialisation.

Music

LUST FOR LIFE (1956)

PENINSULA ARTS DOCTORS’ ORCHESTRA
FAIRY TALES, SUPERHEROES AND ROMANCE
16 Oct
18:30 Theatre 1
Free admission*
Simon Ible conductor
A concert to entertain the family and to raise essential funds for Brain Tumour
Research, this annual gathering of the region’s medics include performances of
Humperdinck: Hansel & Gretel Overture, Bruckner: 1st movement of Symphony No.4
‘Romantic’, Williams: Superman and Smetana: Die Moldau (Vltava).

19:00-20:00 Theatre 2
£6/£4.20

Film
19 Oct
19:00 Jill Craigie Cinema
£6/£4.20
Dir: Vincente Minnelli
Running time: 122 mins Cert: PG
Vincent Van Gogh’s obsession with painting, combined with mental illness, propels
him through an unhappy life full of failures and unrewarding relationships. He earns
some respect among his fellow painters, especially Paul Gauguin but he does not get
along with them. He only manages to sell one painting in his lifetime. Introduction by
Dr Jenny Graham, Associate Professor in Art History at Plymouth University.

*Booking advised. Parting donations in aid of Brain Tumour Research welcomed.
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Pollock

Film
POLLOCK (2002)
The act of painting, the physicality of making work and the creative
drive that becomes unstoppable.
24 Oct
19:00 Jill Craigie Cinema
£6/£4.20
Dir: Ed Harris
Running time: 120 mins Cert: 18

Dance
COMPANY CHAMELEON
WITNESS
Touching, sad, funny and absurd, this is relevant and
up-to-the-minute dance theatre at its best.
19 Oct
19:30 The House
£10/£7

Witness by
Joel Chester Fildes

In 1949, abstract expressionist Jackson Pollock is featured in Life magazine. Flashback
to 1941, he's living with his brother in New York City, drinking too much and exhibiting
an occasional painting. That's when he meets artist Lee Krasner, who puts her career
on hold to be his companion, lover, champion, wife and, in essence, caretaker.
Introduction by Dr Jenny Graham, Associate Professor in Art History at Plymouth
University.

Talk
THE LIFE AND THE WORK: THE ARTIST AS A CULTURAL
IDEAL FROM MICHELANGELO TO PICASSO
25 Oct

A captivating and powerful double bill, National Dance Awards nominee Company
Chameleon turn the spotlight on mental health and the things we choose to hide.
Intimate solos, emotive duets and group work combine to uncover the realities of
an illness, which is too often misunderstood.

19:00-20.00 Theatre 2
£6/£4.20
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An exploration of artistic genius in cultural history, Dr Jenny Graham, Associate
Professor in Art History at Plymouth University, searches for the idea of ‘the artist’ as an
identifiable social type. During the Italian Renaissance, ‘the artist’ took shape in Giorgio
Vasari’s colourful biographies of Leonardo, Raphael and Michelangelo, which had
enormous influence on later artists from the French Romantics to Cézanne and Picasso.

15

showcase

Leonardo buys caged birds in the
market only to set them free. The ghost
of Michelangelo bestrides the entire
magnum opus, like a gargantuan David,
whose sheer manliness sees off the Dark
Ages for good.

Speaker notes

Truth

A RENAISSANCE CULT OF PERSONALITY

Truth is a slippery concept when it
comes to Vasari’s Lives. While many of
the stories he tells aren’t ‘true’, they tell
us a great deal about the artist’s world
in Renaissance Italy. As we shall see, the
seduction continues. Cézanne modelled
himself on a Balzac character inspired by
the Lives. Picasso, in his old age, made
pornographic etchings of Raphael with
his mistress and the Vasarian model of
the artist-genius remains with us to this
day. For better or worse, the marriage of
art and biography remains strong.

Dr Jenny Graham
Associate Professor in Art History, Plymouth University

The writing of history is always an act of
storytelling, a fiction, even, if one subscribes
to the postmodernist line of thinking of such
historians as Hayden White.
Genius

N

owhere is this more apparent than in
our long love affair with the figure of
the ‘artist’ as genius.
The master narratives of art history,
before postmodernism rendered them
outdated and uncritical, have woven
repeatedly the stories of Michelangelo,
Cézanne, Matisse or Picasso. Almost
always white, western and male, the
‘artist’ fits a number of stock types,
from the pioneer, the obsessive, or the
sex-mad lover, to the ‘primitive’, the
despondent or the just plain mad. In the
twentieth century these mythologies
found expression in the model of the
‘Life and the Work’, a format that kept
artists and their work perpetually tied
to biographical thinking.
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Artist
It was during the Renaissance that the
‘artist’ was first defined in the terms
we now recognise. Eccentricity had
long been around, but it was the shift
in the conception of art from a craft to
something infinitely more intellectual
that led Giorgio Vasari to compile his
Lives of the Artists in the sixteenth
century – over a hundred epic and
bawdy tales of Donatello, Raphael,
Leonardo and others, which strove
to give artists a new importance in
society. I first discovered Vasari’s Lives
as a student, reading them in the inky,
xeroxed extracts of those days. In the
dim light of a slide projector, we listened,
enthralled, to the story of Paolo Uccello,
who loved the study of perspective
so much that he wouldn’t sleep with
his wife. Or of Piero di Cosimo, a man
so devoted to his art that he had no
time for eating, living instead on boiled
eggs cooked up in his glue pot (not six
or eight at a time, says Vasari, but in
their fifties). Raphael dies from a fever
brought on by an excess of lovemaking.

The ghost of
Michelangelo
bestrides the entire
magnum opus,
like a gargantuan
David, whose sheer
manliness sees off
the dark ages for
good.
… it was the
shift in the
conception
of art from
a craft to
something
infinitely more
intellectual …

Searching …

Leonardo
da Vinci
(1452-1519),
Italian
Renaissance
painter from
Florence.
Engraving
by Cosomo
Colombini (d.
1812) after a
Leonardo self
portrait.
Ca. 1500

"

Leonardo buys
caged birds in the
market only to set
them free.

… the ‘artist’
fits a number
of stock types,
from the
pioneer, the
obsessive, or
the sex-mad
lover, to the
‘primitive’, the
despondent
or the just
plain mad.
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Music
PENINSULA ARTS STRING QUARTET
THE SEARCH
29 Oct
19:30 Upper Lecture Theatre, Sherwell Centre
£10/£7
Pierre Emmanuel-Largon violin Catherine Hayek violin
Andrew Gillett viola Jane Pirie cello
Bach: Sarabande & Double, 1st Partita for solo violin BWV1002
Schnittke: Moz-Art à la Haydn, for 2 violins Dvořák: Terzetto Op.74 Pärt: Summa,
for string quartet Mozart: String Quartet N°17, The Hunt.
Haydn and Mozart are the central figures in this concert. With Slavic harmonies, a
hunt, and even some whistling, we will be searching at the heart of music making
and deep into composers’ minds, from the 18th to 20th century.

Film
JOHNNY’S HOUSE OF HORROR
SIGHTSEERS (2012)
Uncomfortably familiar to anyone who has had a caravan
holiday in the rain.
31 Oct

Performance
MERCH YR EOG/MERC’H AN EOG
29 Oct
19:30 The House
£10/£7
Theatr Genedlaethol Cymru Teatr Piba Aberystwyth Arts Centre
Mair is called home to a funeral in Wales and feelings of guilt and responsibility
are brought to the surface. She starts to question her values and the happiness
she thought she’d found with her partner - Brittany has never felt so far from Wales.
But can a friendly neighbour calm her troubled mind?
Pioneers in the use of subtitles, this play is performed in Welsh, Breton and French,
with English translation available through the specially developed Sibwrd app.

Merch Yr Eog

19:00 Jill Craigie Cinema
£6/£4.20
Dir: Ben Wheatley
Running time: 98 mins Cert: 15
Alice Lowe
Chris wants to show Tina his world but events soon conspire against them and their
dream caravan holiday takes a very wrong turn. Directed by the master of British
black humour and horror, and written by its star, Alice Lowe. Presented by Johnny
Mains in conversation with screenwriter and actress, Alice Lowe.

Talk
IRELAND, THE GREAT WAR AND UNIVERSITY STUDENTS:
EXPERIENCE AND MEMORY
1 Nov
19:00-20:00 Theatre 2
£6/£4.20
Trinity College Dublin, an institution with deep connections to the Great War, saw
over 3,000 students, staff and alumni – unionist and nationalist, protestant and catholic
– volunteered for service during the war, with 471 losing their lives.
Dr Tomás Irish, Lecturer in Modern History at Swansea University, investigates reasons
for enlistment, experience in war and the evolution of memory of the war in Ireland.
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Talk
PRESIDENTIAL ELECTION DEBATE: AMERICA DECIDES
8 Nov
19:00-20:00 Theatre 2
£6/£4.20
Presidential elections rarely lack controversy but 2016 promises to be the most
interesting contest in generations. Nominees Hillary Clinton (Democrat) and Donald
Trump (Republican) attract partisan admiration and derision in almost equal measure
and their emergence starkly illustrates the polarisation of American politics.
Dr Harry Bennett, Dr Simon Topping and Dr David Brockington from Plymouth
University discuss the election and the implications of either a Clinton or Trump
Presidency on the very day of the election.

Performance
A HOUSE REPEATED
9 Nov
19:30 The House
£10/£7
Seth Kriebel

Performance
THE MAN WHO FLEW INTO SPACE
FROM HIS APARTMENT

The Man Who
Flew Into
Space
From His
Apartment

An interactive performance-game, A House Repeated invites you to explore an
imagined building without leaving your seat. Inspired by early computer adventure
games, this unique experience combines the simplicity of bare-bones storytelling
with the excitement of contemporary ‘sandbox’ style video games.
Imagination and memory combine to suggest that the everyday world is not always
as solid as it might seem...

2 Nov

Talk

18:00, 19:00, 20:00 The House
£10/£7
Limited availability

ORANGE, GREEN AND KHAKI: IRELAND AND THE BATTLE
OF THE SOMME

Michael Pinchbeck

10 Nov

An immersive slideshow brought to you by award-winning writer and theatre maker,
Michael Pinchbeck, in which outer space meets the theatre space as the journey
of the man who flew into space from his apartment collides with that of the guest
performer. Inspired by the installation of the same name by Russian artist Illya
Kabakov, a guest performer follows instructions on headphones they have never
heard before.

19:00-20:00 Theatre 2
£6/£4.20
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Exploring both old and new interpretations of the Irish involvement in the Battle of the
Somme, historian, Dr Timothy Bowman will consider Irish recruitment from 1914-16,
the performance of Irish units in the Battle of the Somme and the use and misuse of
history in commemorating and memorialising those who served in the Irish regiments
during the Great War.
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Music

Film

PENINSULA ARTS SINFONIETTA
GERALD FINZI: DISCOVERING HIS MUSICAL PASSIONS

CLOSE-UP (1998)

12 Nov
19:30 Minster Church of St Andrew
£10/£7
Simon Ible conductor Elaine Cocks clarinet
Boyce: Symphony No. 4 in F minor, Bach: Brandenburg Concerto No.3 in D major,
Finzi: Clarinet Concerto, Finzi: Romance for String Orchestra,
Haydn: Symphony No.44 in E minor ‘Mourning’
Gerald Finzi (1901-1956) was born of Jewish/German parents although he is remembered
as a quintessentially 'English' composer influenced by folk music. However, he also held a
passion for Baroque music masters JS Bach and William Boyce. The ‘mourning’ of Haydn’s
dramatic Symphony No.44 is in memory of his death in September 1956.

Film

21 Nov
19:00 Jill Craigie Cinema
£6/£4.20
Dir: Abbas Kiarostami
Running time: 98 mins
Cert: U
Internationally revered Iranian filmmaker, Abbas Kiarostami, presents his most
radical and brilliant work in Close-up. This fiction-documentary hybrid uses a
sensational real-life event – the arrest of a young man on charges that he fraudulently
impersonated the well-known filmmaker Mohsen Makhmalbaf – as the basis for
a stunning, multi-layered investigation into movies, identity, artistic creation and
existence. In this the real people from the case play themselves.

Talk

JOHNNY’S HOUSE OF HORROR: STRAW DOGS (1971)

EVERYDAY LIFE AND ACCIDENTAL DEATH
IN THE TUDOR SOUTH-WEST

14 Nov

22 Nov

19:00 Jill Craigie Cinema
£6/£4.20
Dir: Sam Peckinpah
Running time: 116 mins
Cert: 18

19:00-20:00 Theatre 2
£6/£4.20

Although controversial in 1971, Straw Dogs is considered by many to be one of
Peckinpah's greatest films. Dustin Hoffman plays an American mathematician who
moves to his wife’s Cornish hometown. There he is treated with contempt by the
locals. After Hoffman's wife is raped, the perpetrators launch an all-out assault
against the couple. Hoffman takes a chilling, bloody revenge against his persecutors.
Presented by Johnny Mains in conversation with Susan George.

Drawing on exhaustive examinations of coroners’ records, leading world expert
on the early Tudor period, Professor Steven Gunn, looks at accidental death and
everyday life in the Tudor period. A Professor of Tudor History at Merton College,
University of Oxford, Professor Gunn is also the principal investigator of a project
funded by the Economic and Social Research Council on everyday life and fatal
hazard in sixteenth-century England.

Performance

Music

BREAK YOURSELF

NOWHERE TO GO, SO HERE WE GO

19:30 The House
£10/£7

16 Nov
19:30 The House
£10/£7
Sara Stowe voice Chris Brannick percussion
A collection of contemporary classics and newly commissioned pieces, including,
percussionist Chris Brannick present music by Scelsi, Cage, Satie, Berio, the
Argentinian Jorge Vidales’ Four Basho Haiku, Pete McGarr’s Haunts about the Moors
Murders and new pieces by Phil Baker and Paul Burnell for vibraphone and pandeiro.
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23 Nov

Ira Brand
Break Yourself is an experiment in constructing personas and alternative identities,
a risky, dishonest, head-first, whole-hearted, and perhaps slightly desperate attempt
to try and be something we have never been before. Meet Ollie. He’s a graphic
designer. But he wants to be Bruce. Performed in male drag, this show is about the
relationship between gender, power and desire, about what it means to want to be
someone else. And it’s about Bruce Springsteen.

Searching …
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exhibition
'Re-imagined States'
Arts and Humanities MA show
3-17 Dec
Mon-Fri 10:00-17:00, Sat 11:00-16:00
Peninsula Arts Gallery
Free admission
The MA show delivers powerful innovation and revelations on many levels, politically,
personally and culturally.
Many of the graduates are working with the relationship between humanity,
technology and image. These inter-relationships between the social, cultural and
the landscapes of technological change, have fascinated artists, photographers and
designers for many years. They have grappled with questions of form, reportage,
function and utility since the industrial age, but today’s designers and photographers
are trying to reconcile the interactions between the sustainable, science and society,
between the digital and the ecological, between the periphery and centre.
The Arts are no longer merely a technological/science/material/phenomenon, they
are rather a relational phenomenon. This exhibition seeks to highlight the links in
these relationships, our social lives, the imperative of innovation and the societal
search for personal equality, economic, cultural quality, and community well-being.

Liz-Ann Vincent Merry,
The Marseille Papers
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showcase
Artist notes
'RE-IMAGINED STATES'
ARTS AND HUMANITIES MA SHOW
The Marseille Papers
Liz-Ann Vincent Merry
MA Photography student
Plymouth University

For me, these
images are neither
about loss nor
death but rather
as symbols that
embrace concepts
of time and
mortality, and
of timelessness
and life itself.

The project looks at 1,200 identity photographs
from southeast France, mainly Marseille,
dating between 1900 and 1970 and is titled
The Marseille Papers, which includes seven
images and supporting bookwork.
Reconnect

I

n an attempt to better realise the
history of these people, I set off to
Marseille in February this year, with
the intention of reconnecting with ‘my
orphans’, as I call them. To feel their
presence, to envisage them sipping
coffee in the cafés, or sitting at one of
the many popular photographic studios
in Rue Saint-Ferréol or shopping in the
local markets was fundamental to the
work. I wanted to see the sites where the
influx of migrants arrived from Algiers
in their hundreds by boat, for whom
arriving at this port city meant hope of a
new life, to better comprehend what is
happening across Europe today and to
understand my own identity and place
in history.
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Found

During my stay I spoke to and
photographed young and old Marseilles,
visited the old photographic studios,
placed the photographs in situ, walked
for miles searching for clues and ghosts
lurking silently in the corners of this
multicultural city, all to appreciate the
past and present, in a new, intimate way.

As a practicing artist, I use found
photographs to explore the individual
and collective self, the social issues
of normality and the role placed upon
us by society, and transform them into
objects of powerful expression. My work
is complex, rich in layers both of form
and meaning, actual and metaphorical.
For me, these images are neither about
loss nor death but rather as symbols
that embrace concepts of time and
mortality, and of timelessness and
life itself. Through photographing the
photographs, I am exploring a dialogue
between past and present as it moves
through different spaces, an intersection
of histories; the experience of the
encounter and the complexity of the

Liz-Ann Vincent Merry,
The Marseilles Papers
gaze, to convey a strong sense
of presence; the primitive and the
exotic; what photography is in relation
to reality, and to change the way the
photograph is perceived, giving it a
different orientation. Finally to lose
myself in the reflection of others,
of being nothing but the others,
being human.

I wanted to feel their
presence, to envisage
them sipping coffee
in the cafés …
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FOLK SINGING WITH JAKE SONNY ROWLINSON
5 Dec
20:30 Bread & Roses
Booking not required
Originally from Staffordshire, Jake Sonny Rowlinson graduated from Plymouth
University in 2011. His interest in folksong was sparked by leading folk revivalists and
for some years he has been interested in ‘carrying a story with only the use of your
voice’. He runs the monthly session at The Dolphin and will host this session in an
informal and inclusive style. Anyone wanting to sing will be given a spot.

PLYMOUTH UNIVERSITY GAMELAN ORCHESTRA
WORLD MUSIC AND MINIMALISM
6 Dec
19:00 Room 018, Rolle Building
Saj Collyer conductor Mike McInerney shakuhachi

Lara Jones

Music
PLYMOUTH UNIVERSITY MUSIC WEEK ‘SOUNDINGS’

Plymouth University's music degree programme is notable for its inclusion of various
world music from Indian classical musicians and African drummers, to staff like Mike
McInerney, a specialist in the Japanese flute shakuhachi and Saj Collyer who has
devoted much time and travel to studying the Balinese gamelan. This short concert
presents two extremes – from the quiet, contemplative shakuhachi to the driving
rhythms of the gamelan.

5-9 Dec

THE RECURRING MUSIC BAND

Various locations
Free admission*

6 Dec

Exploring the exciting and diverse activities, studies and research pursued through
Plymouth University’s music degree programme; staff, students and alumni present
a showcase of performances across one week.

Lona Kozik director

20:30 Room 018, Rolle Building

*All music week events are free but booking is advised, unless otherwise stated.

THE FOLK DIMENSION

Comprising of highly accomplished musicians in their own right, The Recurring
Music Band was formed to mainly specialise in minimalism, post-minimalism
and new compositions by its members. Their programme includes ‘classic’
minimalism as well as music by ensemble director Lona Kozik using visuals and
electronics. The programme also includes work by Philip Glass and Louise Adriessen.

5 Dec
19:00 Upper Lecture Theatre, Sherwell Centre

IMPROVISATION TALK AND BOOK LAUNCH

Introduced by Dr David Bessell, Head of BA Music, Plymouth University.

7 Dec

Ever since the 19th century, composers and arrangers have transformed roots folk
music in various ways, referring to classical and popular styles. This presentation covers
a number of these approaches and provides an introduction to the evening’s folksong
session. Plymouth University BA Music students join Alice Perrott and Sam Richards to
perform music by Vaughn Williams, Bartok and other 20th-century composers.

19:00 Upper Lecture Theatre, Sherwell Centre
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Plymouth University Music Week

A book of disparate essays united by the theme of diversity, Sam Richards’ new book,
Soundings, is published by the University of Plymouth Press. An improviser, composer
and writer, Sam Richards teaches part-time at Plymouth University. A question and
answer session will follow his presentation.
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IMPROVISATION PERFORMANCE WITH PLYMOUTH
UNIVERSITY IMPROVISATION WORKSHOP GROUP
7 Dec
20:00-22:00 Upper Lecture Theatre, Sherwell Centre
Lona Kozik director
Lona Kozik studied improvisation at Mills College with leading luminaries of the
art, Fred Frith and Roscoe Mitchell. Lona also has a PhD in Composition from the
University of Pennsylvania and now teaches at Plymouth University on a part-time
basis. Her workshop is open to all.

PLYMOUTH UNIVERSITY ORCHESTRA
CLASSICAL
8 Dec
20:00 Davy Main Hall
Comprised of students, staff and community members, the Plymouth University
Orchestra invites you to join them for performances of:
Sibelius: Finlandia, Arnold: Little Suite No 1 for Orchestra, Prokofiev: Troika from
Lieutenant Kijé, Anderson: Sleigh Ride, Williams: Music from Harry Potter and music
for brass, strings and woodwind ensembles.
Parting donations towards concert costs welcome.

JAZZ: FREEDOM SONGS FOR SOLO PIANO
9 Dec

Nora Invites

STUDENT CHOICE
5 Dec

13:15 Room 015, Rolle Building

19:00 Jill Craigie Cinema
£6/£4.20

Sam Richards piano
Passionate music with a humanitarian and a political edge. Combining improvisation
with a selection of freedom songs from various times and places, this performance
includes songs from The Digger Song of the 17th century English revolution to
Bob Marley’s Get Up, Stand Up by the way of Guantanamera from Cuba and Nkozi
Sikalele.

Vote for the film you would like to see at the Jill Craigie Cinema this Christmas!
The vote will be running with UPSU and you can cast your vote via the Peninsula Arts
Facebook page – the winning film will be announced at the beginning of December.

Dance
NORA INVITES

JAZZ: ALEX LLOYD TRIO

7 Dec

9 Dec

19:30 The House
£10/£7

19:30 Upper Lecture Theatre, Sherwell Centre
One of the South West’s most accomplished contemporary jazz performers, Alex
Lloyd leads the Trio through material by Eric Dolphy, Charles Mingus and other greats
of the post-World War Two progressive jazz scene. The Trio also plays improvisations
and original material by Lloyd.
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Film

Plymouth University Music Week

Eleanor Siborski | Flora Wellesley Wesley
A bold, hysterical and sublime programme of duets brought to you by outspoken
dancers Eleanor Sikorski and Flora Wellesley Wesley, AKA Nora.
Made by renowned choreographers Liz Aggiss, Jonathan Burrows, Matteo Fargion
and Simon Tanguay, the performance calls on Eleanor and Flora to physically and
intellectually enter a whole new world of performance.

Searching …
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Music
UNIVERSITY OF PLYMOUTH CHORAL SOCIETY
CHRISTMAS CONCERT
This is what Christmas is all about – a festival of singing and rejoicing!
10 Dec
19:30 Minster Church of St Andrews
£15/£13
Simon Ible conductor
Haydn: Te Deum Mozart: Coronation Mass
Haydn and Mozart’s friendship thrived on mutual admiration and adoration of each
other’s musical genius. Look no further for choral works overflowing with uplifting
and celebratory music than these two magnificent pieces. The concert also includes
traditional carols for you to join in.

Film
MONDO MONDAY SURPRISE CHRISTMAS FILM + QUIZ
12 Dec
19:00 Jill Craigie Cinema
£6/£4.20
Mighty MONDO returns to the hallowed halls of Jill Craigie to cause Christmas
Chaos in its own inimitable way, which is a big word and perhaps sets rather a high
expectation. MONDO MONDAY: more festive than Santa on a Sleigh … with bells on.

Plymouth History Centre
Music
UNIVERSITY OF PLYMOUTH CHORAL SOCIETY
CAROL SERVICE
13 Dec

In the heart of Plymouth, an engine for Plymouth’s current
regeneration and a museum for the future.
Our vision is to transform the existing museum and art gallery on North Hill into a new,
unique visitor attraction. Showcasing Plymouth’s rich and colourful history, as well
as hosting ground-breaking exhibitions, musical compositions and performances,
the History Centre will be a venue of international significance.

Come and enjoy your Christmas celebrations at the historic church of St Matthias.
All members of the public are invited to join students and staff of Plymouth University
for this service of readings and carols.

The History Centre is expected to open for the Mayflower 400 commemorations in
spring 2020 and will bring together the collections of Plymouth City Museum and Art
Gallery; the Plymouth and West Devon Record Office; the Local History Collections
of the Central Library; the South West Film and Television Archive; the South West
Image Bank, and some of the Naval Heritage Centre collections in Devonport, with a
curated, contemporary programme complemented by rich academic research, from
the University's Peninsula Arts.

*Booking advised. Parting donations in aid of the Shekinah Mission welcomed.

For more information visit www.plymouth.gov.uk/loveourpast.

19:30 St Matthias Church
Free admission*
Simon Ible musical director

Artist
impression,
Plymouth
History
Centre
Exterior

MULTI-FAITH
CHAPLAINCY
WITH
PLYMOUTH
UNIVERSITY
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Visitor Information
Venues
How to find us
Exit the A38 and follow
signs for Plymouth City
Centre and Plymouth
University.
Nearest parking
Free parking available
on campus after 16:00
(limited spaces) and
Drake Circus Shopping
Centre
Peninsula Arts Gallery,
Jill Craigie Cinema and
Theatres 1 and 2:
ground floor of the
University’s Roland
Levinsky Building
(RLB) in the centre of
Plymouth, opposite
Drake Circus Shopping
Centre.
The House: University
campus, North Hill.
Upper Lecture Theatre,
Sherwell Centre:
University campus,
North Hill.
Rolle Building:
University campus,
James Street.

Ticket
information
You can purchase
tickets via the Box Office
during opening hours
or via the Peninsula
Arts website – www.
peninsula-arts.co.uk.
Tickets can be posted
to you, collected from
the Box Office or
provided as an e-ticket.
We accept all major
credit cards. Tickets
cannot be reserved
without payment.
Seats are unreserved;
a first come first served
basis is in operation.
We regret that it is not
possible to offer a
refund once a ticket has
been purchased, unless
an event has been
cancelled by Peninsula
Arts.

Davy Main Hall:
University campus,
North Hill.

Box Office
Peninsula Arts Gallery
Roland Levinsky Building
Plymouth University
Drake Circus
Plymouth PL4 8AA

Minster Church of St
Andrew: Royal Parade,
Plymouth, PL1 2AD.

T: +44 (0) 1752 58 50 50
E: peninsula-arts@
plymouth.ac.uk

Bread & Roses:
62 Ebrington Street,
Plymouth, PL4 9AF.

Calendar
Opening
Hours

Artory

Claim your discount
through the Artory app.
Event nights:
Collect Art Miles ® and
Mon-Fri 13:00-start
claim your discounts
of the event
with Peninsula Arts and
Non-event nights:
other organisations in
Mon-Fri 13:00-17:00
Plymouth. Look out for
Any changes to these
the Artory logo icon
opening hours will
throughout this guide to
be published on the
Peninsula Arts website. redeem your discounts
Buy tickets online: www. against. Download for
your smartphone today
peninsula-arts.co.uk
www.artory.co.uk
@artoryplymouth
House Rules
Admittance may
be restricted after
the published
commencement time
of the event.
All programme details
are correct at the
time of going to print.
Peninsula Arts reserves
the rights to change
the programme without
prior notice.
Please refer to the
website for up-to-date
information.

St Matthias Church:
North Hill,
Plymouth, PL4 8HN.

For the latest information about the Peninsula
Arts Friends and membership schemes and
internship opportunities, please visit the website
www.peninsula-arts.co.uk.
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DATE

TITLE

21,22,23,24 Sep
24 Sep-19 Nov
25 Sep
4 Oct
5 Oct
10 Oct
11 Oct
12 Oct
16 Oct
17 Oct
18 Oct

Dance LEVIATHAN
Exhibition DOUGLAS GORDON: SEARCHING FOR GENIUS
Music MUSIC OF MOTIONS AND PRESENCE
Talk BRITISH CULTURE AND THE COLD WAR 1947-65
Art bite DOUGLAS GORDON’S BLIND STARS
Film UNDER THE SKIN (2014)
Talk DOUGLAS GORDON’S 24 HOUR PSYCHO VIA WALTER BENJAMIN
Art bite A CURATOR’S INTRODUCTION
Music FAIRY TALES, SUPERHEROES AND ROMANCE
Film THE AGONY AND THE ECSTASY (1965)
Talk REMEMBERING AND MEMORIALISING THE WEST COUNTRY
CAPTIVES OF BARBARY PIRACY
Art bite REYNOLDS, HITCHCOCK AND ZIDANE
Film LUST FOR LIFE (1956)
Dance WITNESS
Film POLLOCK (2002)
Talk T HE LIFE AND THE WORK: THE ARTIST AS A CULTURAL IDEAL
FROM MICHELANGELO TO PICASSO
Performance MERCH YR EOG/MERC’H AN EOG
Music THE SEARCH
Film JOHNNY’S HOUSE OF HORROR: SIGHTSEERS (2012)
Talk IRELAND, THE GREAT WAR AND UNIVERSITY STUDENTS: EXPERIENCE AND MEMORY
Art bite SEEING IS BELIEVING
Performance THE MAN WHO FLEW INTO SPACE FROM HIS APARTMENT
Talk PRESIDENTIAL ELECTION DEBATE: AMERICA DECIDES
Performance A HOUSE REPEATED
Talk ORANGE, GREEN AND KHAKI: IRELAND AND THE BATTLE OF THE SOMME
Music GERALD FINZI: DISCOVERING HIS MUSICAL PASSIONS
Film JOHNNY’S HOUSE OF HORROR: STRAW DOGS (1971)
Music NOWHERE TO GO, SO HERE WE GO
Film CLOSE UP (1998)
Talk EVERYDAY LIFE AND ACCIDENTAL DEATH IN THE TUDOR SOUTH-WEST
Performance BREAK YOURSELF
Film ZIDANE: A 21ST CENTURY PORTRAIT (2006)
Exhibition RE-IMAGINED STATES: ARTS AND HUMANITIES MA SHOW
Film STUDENT CHOICE
Music PLYMOUTH UNIVERSITY MUSIC WEEK ‘SOUNDINGS’
Music THE FOLK DIMENSION
Music FOLK SINGING WITH JAKE SONNY ROWLINSON
Music WORLD MUSIC AND MINIMALISM
Music THE RECURRING MUSIC BAND
Music IMPROVISATION TALK AND BOOK LAUNCH
Music IMPROVISATION PEFRORMANCE WITH PLYMOUTH UNIVERSITY
IMPROVISATION WORKSHOP GROUP
Dance NORA INVITES
Music CLASSICAL
Music JAZZ: FREEDOM SONGS FOR SOLO PIANO
Music JAZZ: ALEX LLOYD TRIO
Music CHRISTMAS CONCERT
Film MONDO MONDAY SURPRISE CHRISTMAS FILM AND QUIZ
Music PLYMOUTH UNIVERSITY CAROL SERVICE

19 Oct
19 Oct
19 Oct
24 Oct
25 Oct
29 Oct
29 Oct
31 Oct
1 Nov
2 Nov
2 Nov
8 Nov
9 Nov
10 Nov
12 Nov
14 Nov
16 Nov
21 Nov
22 Nov
23 Nov
28 Nov
3-17 Dec
5 Dec
5-9 Dec
5 Dec
5 Dec
6 Dec
6 Dec
7 Dec
7 Dec
7 Dec
8 Dec
9 Dec
9 Dec
10 Dec
12 Dec
13 Dec
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PAGE
5
6
10
10
8
12
8
8
12
13
13
9
13
14
15
15
18
19
19
19
9
20
21
21
21
22
22
22
23
23
23
9
24
31
28-30
28
29
29
29
29
30
31
30
30
30
32
32
32
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open
to the
public

If you require this brochure in an
alternative format please contact
Peninsula Arts.
Peninsula Arts
Plymouth University
Drake Circus
Plymouth
PL4 8AA
T: +44 (0) 1752 58 50 50
E: peninsula-arts@plymouth.ac.uk
Buy tickets online: www.peninsula-arts.co.uk

